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I N D E X

AC circuits
capacitive reactance, 278
circuit frequency, 267
from wall socket, 269
fundamentals of, 267
impedance in general, 283
peak to peak voltage, 268
phase shift in RC circuit, 280-281
phase shift in RL circuit, 276
phase shift in RLC circuit, 283
phasor diagram and RLC circuit, 281-

283
RC circuit, 277-281
resistive nature of an RC circuit, 277-

280
resistive nature of RL circuit, 275-276
resistor alone in circuit, 272
resonance frequency of RLC circuit,

284-285
RL circuit, 273-276
RLC circuit, 281-285
RMS voltage and current, 269-272
summary, 286
voltage and current amplitude 268

AC power
production of, 265-267
transporting, 266

ammeter, 113, 116, 118, 219-220
Ampere's Law

in general, 196-197
magnetic field down axis of coil

(solenoid), 201-204
magnetic field of a current-carrying

wire, 197-199
Ampere, Andre, 196

bar magnet, 189
Biot Savart, the Law of

in general, 204-210
black hole, 345-346
bonding

covalent, 34
ionic, 34
metallic, 35

capacitance
derivation of

for coaxial cable, 179-181
for parallel plate capacitor (with

dielectric), 174
for parallel plate capacitor, 169-

172
for partial dielectric-filled paral-

lel plate capacitor, 177-179
capacitive reactance, 278
capacitor

capacitive reactance in AC circuit,
278

definition of capacitance, 162
dielectric constant, 176
dielectrics, 172-177
discharge characteristics in a DC

circuit, 160
energy stored in, 181-182
equivalent capacitance of parallel

combination, 164
equivalent capacitance of series

combination, 163-164
in a DC circuit, 159-160
in flash-camera circuit, 162
symbol for, 159
the mathematics of charging and

discharging, 165-169
time constant in a DC circuit, 168-169
units of capacitance, 162

charge
negative, 33
positive, 34

charge density fct.
linear c.d.f. in cylindrical

symmetry, 58
linear c.d.f. on a rod, 29
linear c.d.f. on coaxial cable, 95
surface c.d.f. in cylindrical

symmetry, 95
surface c.d.f. in spherical symmetry,

53
surface c.d.f. on a flat plate, 24, 86
surface c.d.f. on an insulating sheet,

64, 67
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charge density (con't)
volume c.d.f. in cylindrical

symmetry, 61
volume c.d.f. in spherical symmetry,

51
coulomb of charge (the unit), 1
Coulomb's Law, 1-9

DC circuits
ammeter, 113, 116, 118
branches, 117
current

defined direction of flow, 112
in general, 112-113
units, 112

electric field within, 113
energy dissipated in, 114
equivalent resistance

for parallel combinations, 121-123
for series and parallel combined,

123-126
for series combinations, 119-120

Kirchoff's Laws, 131-140
loops, 116
matrix approach for solving

Kirchoff's Laws, 140-146
meters in a circuit, 117-118
nodes, 117
Ohm's Law, 116
power in, 129-131
power supply, 111-112
resistance

in general, 113-116
units, 115

voltmeter, 116, 118
del operator

in unit vector notation, 99
spherical coordinates, 98
used on electric potential fct's., 97

dielectric constant, 176
dielectrics

physical characteristics of, 173
differential area

of a differentially thick hoop, 24
surface area of a differential

cylindrical shell, 58
surface area vector, 44

differential volume
of a differentially thick cylindrical

shell, 60

differential volume (con't)
of a differentially thick spherical

shell, 51
diodes

diode bridge, 297-299
physical make-up of, 296
the production of DC from AC, 295-297

dipole moment
electric, 31-33
magnetic, 218

domains (magnetic), 194
doping, 293

eddy current, 254-255
Einstein's assumptions, 319-322
electric field

definition of, 9-11
del operator used to derive

in Cartesian coordinates, 99
in general, 97
in spherical coordinates, 98

derived using electrical potential
in theory, 97
point charge config's., 97-104

due to extended charge configuration
a disk, 23-26
a hoop, 21-23
a rod, 27-29

due to point charges, 11-18
induced due to changing magnetic

flux, 256-259
electric field lines, 18-21
electric flux, 45
electrical potential

absolute, 73-76
definition of, 74
derived for cylindrical-symmetry

charge configuration, 94-96
derived for spherical-symmetry

charge configuration, 89-94
derived from known electric field,

89-96
of a flat disk

differential-charge approach, 85-
87

of a hoop
differential-charge approach, 84-

85
of a point charge, 80-83
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electrical potential (con't.)
of a rod

differential-charge approach, 87-
89

of a system of point charges, 83-84
electrical potential difference

as related to electric fields, 77-80
as related to work, 76
used to derive coaxial cable

capacitance, 180
used to derive parallel plate

capacitance, 171
electromagnetic waves in radio

frequency range, 300-302
electromotive force

eddy currents, 254
in a DC circuit, 151-153, 231
induced due to changing magnetic

flux, 232
induced in coil, 239-241
motional, 251-254

electrons, 33
electrostatics

and conductors, 35-36
and insulators, 36-37

elementary charge unit, 1, 34
EMF (see electromotive force)
energy

in a magnetic dipole moment, 218
lost in DC circuits, 114
of an electric dipole moment, 33
potential energy and electrical

potential fields, 74
stored in a capacitor, 182
stored in an inductor, 246

equipotential lines, 80
ether, 316

Faraday's Law
in general, 230-236
induced current and Ohm's Law, 236

ferromagnetic materials, 193
flat space, 337
flux

electric, 45
in general, 43-44
magnetic, 228

four-space, 323
fusion in stars, 344

fusion production of elements in stars,
345

galvanometer, 216-219
Gauss's Law

close to a conducting sheet, 67-68
close to an insulating sheet, 63-67
in deriving capacitance of coaxial

cable, 180
in deriving capacitance of parallel

plate capacitor (with dielectric),
174

in deriving capacitance of parallel
plate capacitor, 171

in deriving electrical potential fct.
cylindrical symmetry, 95
spherical symmetry, 91, 92

in general, 45-46
inside a conductor

cylindrical symmetry, 62-63
spherical symmetry, 54-56

with cylindrical symmetry, 56-63
with spherical symmetry, 46-56

ground (electrical), 37

Hall's Effect, 225
high pass filter, 279-280

impedance matching, 286-289
impedance, 283
inductance

definition of, 241-242
inductive reactance, 274
inductor

current characteristics in DC circuit,
240

energy stored in, 245-246
inductive reactance in AC circuit,

274-275
time constant in a DC circuit, 242-244

inertial frame of reference, 315
interferometer, 317

Kirchoff's Laws
in an RC circuit with AC power, 277
in an RC circuit with DC power, 166
in an RL circuit with AC power, 273
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Kirchoff's Laws(con't.)
in an RL circuit with DC power, 242
in complex resistor circuit, 134-140
in general, 131-134
summary

loop equations, 134
node equations, 134

length contraction, 329-331
Lenz's Law

in general, 236-239
spinning coil in magnetic field, 238-

239
lightbulbs in real life, 147-153
low pass filter, 275-276

magnetic domains, 194
magnetic field

bar magnets and electron spin, 193
domains, 194
down axis of coil (solenoid), 204
due to current-carrying wire, 191, 199
force on charge moving in, 210-212
force on current-carrying wire in,

212-216
Hall's Effect, 225
of earth

north and south seeking poles, 194
solar winds, 195

produces centripetal force, 192
right thumb rule, 191
torque on current-carrying coil in,

217-218
units of, 210
vector nature, 199-201

magnetic field lines, 190
magnetic flux

definition, 228
in general, 227-230
units, 228

magnetic force
on moving point charge, 191-192

meters
basis of ammeter, 219-220
basis of voltmeter, 220-221

Michelson-Morley experiment, 316-319
Minkowskian geometry, 324
mu-meson and relativity, 327

neutron star, 345
Newton's Second Law

examples
current-carrying wire in B fld.,

215
with Coulomb's Law, 4, 8

Oersted, 191
Ohm's Law, 116

permeability of a vacuum, 196
permittivity of free space, 1
phasor diagram, 281
potential energy

of a dipole moment, 32-33
power

in AC circuits, 270
in DC circuits, 129-131

protons, 34

radio receiving-circuit
amplification of signal, 307-312
antenna circuit, 302
speaker circuit, 305-306
speaker construction, 305
summary (without amplification),

307
transistors, 307-312
tuner circuit, 303
without amplification, 302-307

radio sending-circuit
Amplitude Modulation of signal, 304
electromagnetic waves, 300-302
FCC, 301
flip-off, 301
Frequency Modulation of signal, 305
in general, 300-302
station frequency, 300

RC circuit, 277-281
Reiman space, 324
relativity (general)

acceleration fields--Einstein's view,
339-341

acceleration fields--Newton's view,
338-339

black hole, 345-346
curvature of four-space, 339-341
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relativity (general)--(con't.)
flat space, 337
gravitational effects and the presence

of matter, 337
gravitational effects, 338
supernova, 343-345
time slowing in presence of matter,

338
twin's paradox and General

Relativity, 342-343
twin's paradox and Special

Relativity, 341-342
warped (curved) space, 337

relativity (special)
four-space, 323
length contraction

in current-carrying wire, 188
in general, 329-331

magnetic effects due to, 187-189
simultaneity, 332-337
space-time diagram, 331
synchronized clocks and meterstick

lattices, 324-325
time dilation, 325-328
world line, 332

resonance
in an RLC circuit, 284

ripple, 299
RL circuit, 273-276
RLC circuit

as tuner circuit in radio, 303
in general, 281-285

semiconductors
doping, 294
n-type and p-type, 293-295

shielding, 30-31
shunt resistor, 220
simultaneity, 332-337
space-time diagram, 331
space-time, 323
supernova and relativity, 343-345
synchronized clocks, 324-325

teslas (the unit) 210
terminal voltage, 150-153
time as part of the fabric of space, 323
time constant

in an RC circuit, 168

time constant (con't.)
in an RL circuit, 245

time dilation, 325
torque

due to electric dipole., 32
on current-carrying coil in magnetic

field, 218
transformer

impedance matching, 286-289
in an AC circuit, 248
in general, 246-248
step-up and step-down, 251
the mathematics of, 249-251

transistor
as amplifier, 309-311
physical make-up of, 308-309

twin's paradox and General Relativity,
342-343

twin's paradox and Special Relativity,
341-342

Van der Waal force, 37
volt--definition of, 74
voltmeter, 116, 118, 220-221

warped (curved) space, 337
work

done by electric fields, 76
world line, 332

Young's experiment, 315


